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Abstract 

In medical field, Image compression enables us to reduce the size of the image in order to store and transmit data in an 
efficient form. The VLSI-oriented fast, efficient, lossless image compression system (FELICS) algorithm, which 
consists of simplified adjusted binary code and Golomb-Rice code with storage less k parameter selection, is proposed 
to provide the lossless compression method for high throughput applications. The simplified adjusted binary code 
reduces the number of arithmetic operation and improves processing speed and the storage less k parameter selection 
applies a fixed k value in Golomb-Rice code to remove data dependency. 
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1. Introduction 
 
VLSI Architecture to design the image compression algorithm for medical images storage and retrieval is 
carried out. Lossless is usually required in the medical image field. The word length required for lossless 
makes too expensive Thus, there is clear need for designing architecture to implement the lossless image 
compression algorithm for medical images. Medical imaging is integral to the provision of modern medical 
care; it provides a wealth of information that is increasingly relied upon in the clinical management of 
patients and treatment planning. Medical imaging[1] data is acquired at some cost to the community in 
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terms of radiation exposure, and the human resources, infrastructure and time involved in the acquisition of 
medical images. Once acquired, such information should not be discarded lightly and indeed should be 
preserved in such a way, and for such a period of time, as to maximize the value gained from the initial 
imaging procedure, and minimize the risk of unnecessary repeat tests. 

Broadly speaking, there are currently two main groups of image compression types   available in 
medical imaging: Lossless compression, Lossy compression. 

In this paper, the proposed VLSI oriented FELICS[2] algorithm can provide more efficient coding 
principle without data dependency, and maintain competitive coding efficiency. Two main techniques 
including simplified adjusted binary code and Golomb –rice code. Lossless compression algorithms usually 
exploit statistical redundancy in such a way as to represent the sender’s data more concisely without error. 
Lossless compression is possible because most real-world data has statistical redundancy. The goal of 
lossless image compression is to represent an image signal with the smallest possible number of bits 
without loss of any information, thereby speeding up transmission and minimizing storage requirements. 

2. FELICS Algorithm 

The VLSI-Oriented fast, efficient, lossless image compression system (FELICS) algorithm, proposed by 
P.G. Howard and J.S.vitterin is also lossless compression algorithm with the advantage of fast and efficient 
coding principle. In FELICS, three primary techniques, including intensity distribution model, adjusted 
binary code and Golomb-rice code.  FELICS which stands for Fast Efficient & Lossless image compression 
system is a lossless image compression algorithm that performs 5-times faster than the original lossless 
JPEG codec[5] and achieves a similar compression ratio. 

3. Design of Hardware 

3.1 Proposed Hardware Architecture for VLSI-Oriented FELICS Algorithm 

The proposed hardware architecture mainly consists of prediction template module, intensity processing 
module, Simplified adjusted binary code [3], modified Golomb-Rice code[4] with storage-less k parameter 
and bit stream generator. Because data dependency has been completely removed by proposed algorithm, 
the pipeline stage can be inserted among primary blocks to further improve processing speed. The block 
diagram of proposed architecture with four stage pipelining is illustrated in  Fig.1. 

 

Fig.1 Hardware architecture of VLSI-oriented FELICS algorithm 
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3.2 Prediction template module 

The prediction template module adaptively adjusts the data path for pixels and prepares relative reference 
pixels for following stage. As shown in the Fig.2. FELICS utilizes two reference pixels around current 
pixel to yield the prediction template, and it can be divided into four cases. 

 

Fig.2 Illustration of prediction template in FELICS 

In case 1, since surrounding reference pixels are not available for the first two pixels, P1 and P2, both 
current pixels are directly packed into bit stream with original pixel intensity. 

For case 2, successive pixel, N1 and N2 are regarded as pixels for current pixel P5. 

For non-first row, cases 3 and 4 clearly define the relationship between current pixel and reference pixels. 
Between N1 and N2, the smaller reference pixel is represented as L, and the other one is H. 

 

Fig.3 Architecture of prediction template module. 

The prediction template module is responsible to make the reference pixel available for each current pixel. 
In addition, the access mechanism of reference pixels in line buffer should follow the data scheduling 
mentioned before. Therefore, the data path of prediction template module should be adaptively adjusted to 
support various prediction patterns in prediction template. The multiplexer is used to switch the data path of 
current or reference pixels among each case. The register stores each current and reference pixel for 
following intensity processing module. 

3.3 Line buffer  

In order to support simultaneous accessibility and maintain area efficiency, the static RAM (SRAM) with 
ping-pong mode operation is adopted to realize the line buffer. As shown in Fig.4. 
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Fig.4 Architecture with two-level parallelism. 

At first, the line buffer is classified into even and odd parts. Based on ping-pong operation, each part is 
further partitioned into two blocks: SRAM_A and SRAM_B for individual accessibility. For even and odd 
engines, the line buffer with ping-pong operation is capable of executing write and read operations at the 
same time. 

3.4 Intensity processing module 

As depicted in Fig .5, the intensity distribution module is exploited to predict the correlation between 
current pixel and reference pixels. In this module, the intensity that occurs between L and H is with almost 
uniform distribution, and regarded as in range. The intensity higher than H or smaller than L is regarded as 
above range and below range, respectively. For in range, the adjusted binary code is adopted, and Golomb-
Rice code is for both above range and below range. 

 

Fig.5 Probability distribution model of intensity in FELICS 

The architecture of intensity processing module is illustrated in Fig.6. 
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Fig.6 Architecture of intensity processing module 

At first, the difference between N1 and N2 is derived through a subtraction, and its sign bit is used to 
identify which reference pixel is H or L. Once both H and L are obtained, the sign bit of H-P and P-L, 
sign_H-P and sign_P-L, can be exploited to determine which coding mode should be selected. Particularly, 
for Golomb-Rice code, the residual of P-H-1 and L-P-1 can be derived by H-P and P-L according to the 
following equations: 

 

Therefore H-P and P-L can be directly translated to P-H-1 and L-P-1 through a simple inverter, and the P-L 
is also exactly identical to the residual of adjusted binary code and Golomb-Rice code can be efficiently 
obtained without complex arithmetic operations. As a result, the processing speed of intensity processing 
module can be further improved. 

3.5 Adjusted Binary Code  

Fig.2 shows that the adjusted binary code is adopted in in range, where the intensity of current pixel is 
between H and L. For in range, the probability distribution is slightly higher in the middle section and 
lower in both side sections. Therefore, the feature of adjusted binary code claims that the shorter codeword 
is assigned to the middle section, and longer one is assigned to both side sections. To describe the coding 
flow of adjusted binary code, the coding parameters should be first declared as follows:  

                delta=H-L 

                range =delta+1 

                upper_bound= [log2 (range)] 

                lower_bound= [log2 (range)] 

                threshold=2upper_bound – range 

                shift number= (range – threshold)/2 

The adjusted binary code takes the sample of P-L to be encoded, and range indicates that the number of 
possible samples should be encoded for a given delta. The upper_bound and lower_bound denote the 
maximum and minimum number of bit to represent the codeword for each sample, respectively. 
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Particularly, the lower_bound is identical to upper_bound, while the range is exactly equal to the power of 
two. The threshold and shift_number are utilized to determine which sample should be encoded with 
upper_bound bit or lower_bound bit. If delta =4 the range is equal to [0, 4]. The codeword of each sample 
is illustrated in table 1.According to (1), the required number of bit is 2 for lower_bound and 3 for 
upper_bound. With the probability distribution in in range. The formal principle of adjusted binary code is 
more complex is in below section. 

Architecture of simplified Adjusted Binary code: 

 

Fig.7 Architecture of simplified adjusted binary code module 

The adjusted binary code is partitioned into three coding procedures: parameter computation, circular 
rotation, and codeword generation, the circular rotation shifts the sample less than threshold to middle 
section and the others to both side sections. After circular rotation, the codeword generations adds threshold 
to the sample, which is greater than or equal to threshold, in side section and encodes it with upper_bound 
bit. On the contrary, the lower_bound bit is assigned to the other samples in middle section. As a result, the 
codeword length of each sample is consistent with the probability distribution of in range. According to this 
mechanism, the efficient codeword is allocated for middle section, and others are for side section. Except 
circular rotation, the others can be directly mapped to relative arithmetic operation. The circular rotation is 
a relatively high-level representation and can be translated to several arithmetic operations for hardware 
implementation. However, the processing speed could be seriously limited.    

3.6 Golomb-rice code 

For both above range and below range, the probability distribution sharply varies with exponential decay 
rate, and the efficient codeword should be more intensively assigned to the Intensity with high probability. 
Therefore, Golomb-rice code is adopted as the coding tool for both above range and below range. With 
Golomb code, the codeword of sample x is partitioned into unary and binary parts.    

 

Where m is a positive integer, and dominates the coding efficiency of Golomb code. If m is assigned to the 
power of 2, this coding scheme is regarded as Golomb-Rice code. Its unary and binary part are listed as 
follows:  
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Where k is a positive integer. The entire codeword is concatenated with unary part and binary part, and one 
bit is inserted between both for identification. Therefore, the Golomb-Rice code is a special case of 
Golomb code, and its k parameter, exactly equal to power of 2, is efficient for hardware implementation. 
The selection procedure of k parameter induces serious data dependency and consumes considerable 
storage capacity. Part and 1 bit for the distinction between both parts. 
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Fig.8 Architecture of Golomb-Rice code module with storage-less k parameter selection 

 

3.7 Bit stream generator     

The bit stream generator is an adaptor between the proposed architecture and external transmission bus or other 
connection interfaces. The main purpose of bit stream generator is to pack each output codeword into bit stream with 
prefix code and provide an alignment of output bit stream to fit a dedicated bus width. For each codeword, the prefix 
code is inserted into the beginning of it and utilized to identify which coding mode is adopted for this codeword. The 
prefix code is “0” for adjusted binary code, “10” and “11” for Golomb-Rice code in below range and above range, 
respectively.  

 

Fig.9 Architecture of bit stream generator 

The architecture of the bit stream generator is illustrated in Fig. 9. The bit stream alignment receives the codeword 
from preceding stages, and packs them into bit stream. In addition, the codeword length provides the information for 
codeword concatenation under dedicated bus width. Concurrently, the buffer pointer accumulates the codeword 
length derived from preceding stage to check the status of bit stream buffer. Once the bit stream data are removed 
from bit stream buffer, the buffer pointer is automatically updated. If the bit stream buffer is full, the bit stream 
pointer sends overflow signal to inform external systems for the overflow protection procedure. 

 

4.  Coding Flow of FELICS Algorithm 
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Based on intensity distribution model, adjusted binary code and Golomb-Rice code, the FELICS coding flow can be 
summarized as following steps: 

1) The first two pixels at first row are directly packed into bit stream without any encoding procedure. 
2) According to the prediction template in Fig. 1, find the corresponding two reference pixels, N1 and N2. 
3) Assign L=min (N1, N2), H=max (N1, N2), and delta=H-L. 
4) Apply adjusted binary code for P-L in inrange, Golomb-Rice code for L-P-1 in below range, and Golomb-

Rice code for P-H-1 in above range. 

Expect first two pixels at first row, the others are directly started from step 2 to step 4. The entire coding flow can be 
reversely performed as decoding flow. According to [6], it can present competitive performance in coding efficiency 
compared with other sophisticated lossless compression algorithm. 

 

 

5. Results  
 

Input: 

 

 Chip scope Pro Output: 
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6. Conclusion  

In this paper, the VLSI-oriented FELICS algorithm is proposed, and two main techniques, simplified adjusted binary 
code and Golomb-Rice code with storage less k parameter selection, are developed. With simplified adjusted code, 
the sequential arithmetic operation in adjusted binary code is significantly reduced, and its processing speed also 
improved. For Golomb –Rice code, the storage-less k parameter removes the data dependency. The compression 
ratio of VLSI-Oriented FELICS algorithm is improved about 33%. 
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